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Characters:
Glacier
Lava
Mom Dragon
Dad Dragon
Maple - Girl Dragon
Author
(Dragon Ace)
(Race Starter)

Setting:
The middle of the earth with lava

Problem:
Baby Dragon won’t get his wings

Author: A long time ago at the crust of the earth where dragons lived

Ace Dragon: (Sobbing) Mom why don’t I have any wings

Mom: It takes time for them to grow out.

Dragon Ace: But the dragon race is in a week.

Mother Dragon: Don’t worry they will grow out before the race.

Dragon Ace: Will I have wings like dad?

Mother Dragon: Maybe your dad is in the army.

Scene 2 – Five days later

Dragon Ace: It’s one day away from the race.

Mother Dragon: It’s not my fault you don’t have any wings

Scene 3 – At the Dragon Race

Dragon Ace: (Worried) Hope my wings sprout when I’m going over the lava pit.
Maple: Hi are you trying to win the race?

Dragon: Um... y – y- yeah why?

Maple: Just wondering.

Race Starter: Are you ready on you mark get set go.

Dragon Ace: Ah these stone spikes are sharp.

Maple: Nice job avoiding the stone spikes.

Dragon Ace: Thanks I guess.

Maple: You’re welcome. Watch out ice stage is next by the way.

Dragon: Oh thanks

Scene 4- Ice Stage

Dragon Ace: Oh hey Glacier.

Glacier: Hey Ace. Are you having fun?

Dragon Ace: Yes I am are you?

Glacier: Yes I am. By the way the Lava Pit is next.

Dragon Ace: Thanks see you at school. (Stops at pit) Oh boy I’m nervous. Hope I won’t fall and become esxtinced.

Lava: It’s ok I’ll be right under you

Dragon Ace: (Swallows a glob of spit) If you say so Lava

Author: So Ace began to flap his wings.

Dragon Ace: Ahhhhhhhhh! Umm ... why am I not falling oh my my wings grew out their their cristal wings like dad!! Their like all sorts of blue cristals gotta tell mom.

Author: After the race Ace raced home as fast as he could. As soon as Ace reached home
and opened the door his jaw fell.

**Dragon Ace:** D-d-dad your home your home!!

**Dad:** Hello Ace my Dragon you have your wings! Last time I saw you you were just a baby dragon,

**Dragon Ace:** They’re like your wings Dad

**Dad:** Indeed they are.

**Dragon Ace:** I’ve missed you so much.

The End.